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THE household must resolve a number of interrelated questions when
purchasing a dwelling. Ignoring problems of financing—what down
payment, what interest rate, what mortgage life, and the like—the
questions directly relevant to the dwelling are of three types: first,
what characteristics should the dwelling have? That is, how much
space, how many rooms, and what lot size? Second, where should the
dwelling be located? Clearly, location will determine neighborhood
crime rates, air pollution, public school quality, and the necessary
commute to work. Third, what should be spent?
There is no lack of empirical studies of the "demand for housing,"
but oddly, with only few and partial exceptions, they are all concerned
with the third of these questions only, and fail to treat either of the
first two.2 The diversity encompassed by the term housing is ignored;
instead, housing is treated as though it were a homogeneous good
like milk, which households buy more or less of as their incomes,
family characteristics, and the prices they face change. On the assump-
*Helpfulcomments on earlier drafts of this paper were received from Roger Betan-
court, Jack Triplett, Orley Ashenfelter, and Curtis Harris. They are, of course, not
responsible for any errors still remaining. Computations were made possible by a
faculty research grant from the University of Maryland Computer Science Center.
'Paldam (1970) lists some 50 recent studies and this is by no means exhaustive.
2Winger (1962) and Kain and Quigley (1975) examine some aspects of the demand for
special characteristics, such as number of rooms purchased. Straszheim (1975) has
studied demands for characteristics very grossly defined and some aspects of loca-
tion choice. Quigley (1972) has examined locational choice and housing demand with a
model somewhat similar to that proposed in this paper.452Level ofAggregation in Consumer Analysis
tion that expenditures equal price multiplied by quantity, it is cus-
tomary to measure the quantity of housing purchased in uniform, quasi-
.:.•
physicalunits by dividing expenditures by a price index These studies
of housing as a homogeneous commodity may be justified by conven-
ience or, more formally, by invoking separability in the utility function,
nevertheless, the approach clearly precludes any examination of such
questions as whether some kinds of families are especially concerned
with intenor space, others with exterior space, and others with quality
The general suppression of the locational aspect of housing is much
less defensible Unlike milk which can be purchased in one place and
consumed in another, the services of the housing unit must be con-
sumed where the dwelling is located Thus, location is an integral
part of the commodity, with implications for commuting costs, neigh-
borhood quality, and, as will be seen, for housing prices themselves
The present study makes some progress toward ameliorating both
of these long standing deficiencies Instead of treating housing as a
single homogeneous good I treat it as a bundle of distinct items, each
having its own pnce, and each to be bought or not, depending as would
any good, on the income, relative pnces, and special family charac-
teristics The analysis at this level has a strong resemblance to the
Lancastrian New Demand Theory" (1966, 1971), since it assumes
that households perceive dwellings as supplying specific character-
istics which are desired for themselvesHousing," in this view, refers
to nothing more meaningful than the total value of the parts, and two
households buying the samehousingcould purchase commodities
that are quite unlike
A more satisfactory treatment of location as an aspect of housing
is important because the question What quantity and type of housing
shall I buy7 is inseparable from the question Where shall I buy
This is evident in even the simplest theoretical models of urban struc-
ture (Alonso [1964], Muth [1969]) which have predicted the existence
of housing price gradients for some years As Muth (1969, Chapter 2)
demonstrates, if the costs of commuting rise less rapidly with income
and distance from the Central Business District (CBD) than do poten-
tial savings on housing wealthy households desiring to purchase rela-
tively much housing will locate in the edges of the urban area where
housing prices are low Similarly, if housing is treated as a bundle, it
should be true that households wishing to purchase relatively much of
some components will find it advantageous to locate where the items
are relatively cheap For this reason, it can be said that a satisfactoryThe Demand for Housing 453
model of housing demand carries within it a model of residential loca-
tion choice.
Abandoning the assumption that housing is a homogeneous good
and incorporating the choice of location as a part of the bundle greatly
complicates the analysis of housing demand. But in return, the ap-
proach substantially improves understanding of household behavior.
The reader must be warned that this paper does not complete all that
it might; much work still remains. However, I am able to provide a
model of household behavior which treats the choice of location and
the purchase of particular components as related decisions, and which
possesses considerable intuitive appeal. Supporting evidence demon-
strates that households behave as though they perceive "housing" to
consist of speaific items with individual prices which vary throughout
the metropolitan area studied; in addition, some simple tests imply
that households locate in a pattern which can be explained by consider-
ing work sites, neighborhood quality, and the variation in housing
prices.
II. MODELING THE HOUSEHOLD'S DECISIONS
IN THE HOUSING MARKET
I have suggested that to purchase a dwelling, the household must decide
not merely how many units of a homogeneous commodity to purchase,
but rather what combination of particular attributes is most satisfying.
In addition, the question of location cannot be ignored. Consider the
following schema as a description of how these decisions are made.
A. A General Model of Location Choice and Housing Demand
The location problem for the household is that a dwelling close to
work will minimize commuting costs but may limit the household to
neighborhoods with unsatisfactory sets of amenities, since there is no
presumption that all varieties of neighborhoods are available at all
distances from the work site. Consequently, there will usually be some
tradeoff between the goals of low commuting costs and a high quality
neighborhood. Moreover, a third goal exists: an optimal set of prices
for the housing components. Even if all households have the same
utility function and face the same prices, if they have different incomes
the desired proportional composition of the housing bundle will change
among, for example, interior space, exterior space, and quality if these
have different income elasticities of demand. Given that prices for
housing components can vary in different parts of a metropolitan454Level ofAggregation in Consumer Analysis
region,3 it will be advantageous for the household to locate in that sub-
market where the goods it wishes to buy relatively much of will be
relatively cheap. Consequently, even if all households work in the
same place and all neighborhoods offer the same amenities, one would
expect to find households of different incomes selecting different sub-
markets in which to purchase their dwellings. More generally, since
neighborhoods and work sites do differ, one would expect the house-
hold to choose its location in a three-way tradeoff: commuting costs
against neighborhood quality against advantageous housing prices.
The demand problem for the house-hunting household is not merely
how much to spend, but also what type of dwelling to buy. Since the
prices for individual characteristics vary among submarkets, what is
bought should depend, as with any good, not just on preferences, but
also on relative prices. However, as argued above, the set of prices
will depend on the resolution of the location choice. Let me suggest
the following as a reasonable description of how these interrelated
decisions are made.
Suppose that the household begins its search process knowing three
things: (1) the place of work for each worker, which is not necessarily
or even usually the CBD, (2) the division of the metropolitian area
into housing submarkets with differing sets of relative prices for housing
bundle components, (3) the division of the area into neighborhoods
with different public services and natural amenities in each. Imagine
the household to go now from submarket to submarket considering
what dwelling it would purchase in each and what its utility would
be.In each place, the commuting costs—both monetary and in
terms of time —areknown. This permits the calculation of an adjusted
income with the wages received reduced by commuting costs. Assume
now that the adjusted income is apportioned among groups of com-
modities, "food," "clothing," "housing," and the like. Then, given the
amount to be spent on the housing bundle and the set of prices for
commodities in the bundle, the household selects that particular dwel-
ling it most prefers. At this point, the household can determine its
utility level were it to locate in this place.4
Moving on then in the search process, the household can consider
Why this occurs is discussed in Section III.
Formally, the assumption made here is that the household's utility function is weakly
separable, a "tree" with housing as one "branch." It can be shown (Pollak, 1970) that
demand functions derived from such a function can be written in a simplified form.
Instead of
qf,(p1,p2,.. ,p,,Y) i 1,nThe decision process is consequently in two stages: first, income is allocated among
branches; second, commodities within a branch are purchased in response to prices
in that branch only and to the total allocation to the branch. This behavior is both
plausible and highly desirable from the standpoint of empirical estimation, since the
number of prices in each demand function is greatly reduced.
Of course, it is unnecessary that all potential locations be examined in the same
detail. Those offering clearly unacceptable neighborhood quality or requiring "exces-
sive" commuting can be excluded immediately.
6 It is useful at this point to compare the model just developed to other work. Of the
previous studies of household behavior in housing markets, the work of Quigley (1972),
(1973) most closely resembles the present model. There are important differences, how-
ever. Quigley does not introduce the tradeoff of commuting costs, housing prices, and
neighborhood quality; instead, he defines what he calls a "gross price surface" for each
type of housing, which is created by adding commuting costs to the "on Site" cost of the
dwelling. The hypothesis, then, is that the household buying a particular type of housing
will locate where the "gross price" is lowest. One of the difficulties of this approach is
the need to specify types of dwellings, e.g., a two-bedroom, single-family home, con-
structed between 1940 and 1950. In order to examine the tradeoffs between different
types of dwellings, a very great number of different types must be specified. Since the
"gross price" will differ for each income level and work site, the data base rapidly be-
comes exceedingly cumbersome to manipulate.
The model in this paper assumes, in contrast, that households distinguish travel costs
from housing costs. The journey-to-work becomes in effect the price paid for obtaining
particular locational advantages; consequently, prices for housing characteristics in a
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locating in another submarket with another set of relative prices,
neighborhood quality, and commuting costs. Each site can be assigned
a utility level by this procedure,5 and the household is predicted to
choose that location where its satisfaction is greatest.
One particularly significant implication of this schema is that cer-
tain decisions are made sequentially rather than simultaneously. In
particular, the choice of components within the housing bundle is
dependent only on the allocation to it and the relative prices within.
This permits an empirical study of demand parameters to proceed in
isolation from the complete model. Later, when the characteristics of
the demand functions are understood, it will be possible to examine
how prices, work site, and neighborhood quality interact to determine
location,6
one has
q1 =g1(p,0,Ps° P,,°, a°(p,, P2 p8, Y))i =1,n
where
9 is the branch designation;
m is the number of goods in branch 0;
Pi°, P28, Pp8 are the prices of goods in the 0th branch; and
P2 p,,, Y) = Y—pkqk(pI p,, Y).
1.48
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B. Housing as a Bundle of Characteristics: A Lancastrian View
Up to this point, "housing" has been treated as a convenient term
referring to a bundle of complex makeup, but there has been little
discussion of what constitutes the bundle. It is clear, of course, that
"housing" consists actually of a great many very specific items:
copper pipes, forced air heating, brick facing, a dining room of particu-
lar size, and the like, but it is not clear that these are the features
which concern households when deciding whether or not to purchase.
It is quite plausible to suppose instead that households regard "hous-
ing" as producing certain kinds of general satisfaction, and individual
items like doorknobs and chandeliers merely contribute to one or more
of these general commodities.
The view that goods possess certain characteristics and that these
characteristics —ratherthan the goods themselves —arethe argu-
ments of the utility function has been developed by Lancaster as his
"New Theory of Demand" (1966, 1971). This theory can be expressed
simply in the following propositions: define b1, as the quantity of the
ith characteristic supplied by a unit of the jth good. Then a quasi-pro-
duction function B exists which "transforms" the goods purchased
x's into characteristics z's; that is, Z where Z and X are vectors
of characteristics and goods. The utility function is U =U(z1,z2,.




The view that households are directly concerned with character-
istics rather than goods is particularly satisfying when dealing with
"housing." It is plausible and permits further simplification in the de-
mand analysis, since there is no need to consider separately the inter-
related demands for an enormous number of specific items. Accord-
ingly, Ishall adopt this approach in what follows and distinguish
between "housing components," which are the specific items pur-
chased, and "housing characteristics," which are what the household
given market are constant for all buyers and do not vary with income or work place.
Another distinction is that I assume implicitly that any desired combination of housing
characteristics can be obtained in a market at the prices prevailing there, whereas
Quigley attempts to define a limited number of dwelling types (that is, combinations of
characteristics) for households to choose among. The contrast between the models in
this respect is that between variable and fixed-proportion models.
One important advantage of Quigley's approach is the explicit attention given to the
choice between types of dwellings: apartments, multi-family units, and single-family;
the present model considers only single-family housing purchases, but with a more
extensive data base, this limitation could be removed.HThe Demand for Housing 457
gains utility from. One difficulty raised by this approach is how to
distinguish and measure the quantities of housing characteristics
embodied in each bundle. The solution to this is described briefly in
•
the next section and more fully in Section VI.
C. An Informal Description of Housing Demand:A Postscript
The model of household behavior in the choice of location and pur-
chase of particular dwellings has, I believe, considerable intuitive
appeal; interestingly,itis possible to cite some simple informal
evidence that households do behave in this way. Consider, for ex-
ample, this advice from a leading consumer magazine to persons buying
housing:
Step I: Analyze your needs. Taking into account your age, family prospects
and way of life, you can probably tick off your basic demands without
any trouble. Do it... beforeyou start those weekend wanderings.
notice that you can deal with any of these questions without getting
into matters of price or plan or style or type of construction.
Step 2: Figure what you can pay. ... twofigures tell the tale. .. theamount
of cash. ..fora down payment. .. (and)how much of your monthly
income you can allocate to a monthly mortgage payment. How much
can you spend?. ..Firstdetermine your net average monthly take-
home pay. ... Next,add up your monthly expenses for non-housing
items.. .. Subtract.... What'sleft is your average monthly income
available for housing expenses. Add the size of the mortgage your
monthly payment will support to the amount of your down payment
and...you'vegot the magic number, ...theprice category for
you to shop.
Step 3: Now Hunt and Pick.7
The advice certainly suggests that the separation of decisions implied
by the formal model is quite reasonable.
III. PRICING IN THE HOUSING MARKET
The housing market has a long-standing reputation for inscrutable
workings:
The absence of a market place, the private and secret nature of transactions,
the want of comprehensive market data, all combine to deprive the housing
market of the benefits of a visible price structure. Both buyers and sellers, in
varying degree, operate in the dark.... Theultimate uniqueness of every
house makes it impossible to establish uniform sales units or standards of
values (Twentieth Century Fund, 1944, p. 209.).
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Recent empirical research has demonstrated, however, that pricing in
the housing market is not the capricious process long assumed but
exhibits quite strong regularities of a very reasonable sort. What might
superficially appear to be the quirks can generally be explained as the
consequences of special housing characteristics or of circumstances
involved in the transactions (Musgrave [1969], Kain and Quigley
[1970], King and Mieszkowski [1973], King [1973a]).
When the housing bundle is well specified, it is possible to esti-
mate the price relationships in a single housing market by applying a
"hedonic price" equation of the following sort to observed housing
transactions
where
Sales Price (or rent) = +f3jLC., + -yL
SC, is the ith structural component (number of rooms, quantity of
insulation) and a, the price per unit;
LC, is the jth location component (accessibility to the CBD, neigh-
borhood quality) andthe price per unit;
Lis the quantity of land purchased and y the price per unit.
Provided that the transactions are genuine "arms-length" trans-
actions and the components of the bundle known in detail, such an
equation will explain a large fraction of the observed variation in sales
prices as a function of the individual items purchased.8 Moreover, the
individual hedonic prices are often quite reasonable. In Section VI,
for example, fireplaces will be found to add about $1,000 to the sales
price of a dwelling, an amount approximating construction cost, and
municipally provided garbage collection to increase the value of a
house by about $300, a reasonable capitalization of the cost of pri-
vately contracted services in the area studied.
It is not to be expected, of course, that a single hedonic equation
will describe all housing markets, for the prices in each will naturally
reflect the interplay of supply and demand for the various bundle com-
ponents. What is important for the present study is to observe that a
metropolitan area of even moderate size may well consist of a number
of linked but distinct submarkets, each needing its own hedonic price
equation to describe the price patterns.9 The subdivision of the metro-
8Typically, the R'ofthese equations exceeds 0.60.
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politan area reflects fundamental characteristics of the supply and
demand conditions for housing; and because of the importance of the
resulting price variations for this study, it is useful to set these out
clearly.
If the housing in a metropolitan area were built anew each year in
accordance with the latest technology and prevailing wages and prices
for material inputs, and if the composition of the bundles reflected a
uniform pattern of demand throughout the area, there should be no
reason for similar housing bundles to sell for dissimilar amounts. But
in few areas is this a good description of either the supply or the de-
mand functions for housing. Instead, on the supply side, the housing
stock is built little by little over many years, during which input prices
and technology both change. Once constructed, the housing remains,
subject always to remodeling and somewhat limited possibilities for
new construction, but with the essential characteristics of the stock in
each area fixed by the nature of the original construction.
On the demand side there are essentially two problems. First, rela-
tive preferences for components of the housing bundle will change
over time, so that a housing bundle of 1910 would not be judged an
optimum bundle today, even at the old set of relative prices. In
general, some components of the 1910 bundle have little value as a
part of the 1910 bundle, though they might be valued as components
of a different, more modern bundle. The consequence, of course, is
that component prices which clear the market in the 1910 part of town
will differ from the prices in the newly constructed sections. Second,
the tendency toward such price differences will be strengthened to the
extent that purchasers examine only the bundles in a limited geo-
graphic area. Reasons for this are manifold: reluctance to move from
an ethnic neighborhood, racial discrimination, desire to be close to
friends or work, a wish to live in a particular school district. What-
ever the cause, such behavior eliminates the competitive pressure for
price uniformity throughout the metropolitan area.
The consequence of inflexible, unadjustable supply within limited
geographical areas and of fragmented demands will be the division of
the large metropolitan area into discrete submarkets for housing
bundles. Within each, there should be a regular relationship of sales
price to bundle composition, but the relationship may differ from one
submarket to another.
The variation of prices for identical components throughout a metro-
politan area is critically important to this study because it provides the
setting and means required to implement the model of household460LevelofAggregation in Consumer Analysis
behavior set out. First, the model of housing purchase contained as a
primary element the proposition that households would tend to search
out and locate in those places with particularly advantageous sets of
relative prices. Obviously, for this to happen, it is necessary that price
variation occur and be discernible. Second, the model predicted that
wherever they actually locate, households will alter their purchases in
response to the housing prices in that place; consequently, by observ-
ing what consumers purchase in the different submarkets it should be
possible to deduce how they respond to price variations in the usual
sense. Third, the hedonic prices provide the means to treat housing as
a bundle of Lancastrian characteristics. If one is able to determine
which characteristics each component supplies (that is, the the
hedonic price for that component permits one to measure the expendi-
ture on each characteristic by adding together the expenditures on
appropriate components.
IV. DATA SOURCES
The data used in this study were obtained from two sources. First,
the basic data are a set of detailed physical descriptions,'° and the
prices of some 1,800 single-family houses sold in the New Haven,
Connecticut, metropolitan region from 1967 to With a few
exceptions, these 1,800 houses include all the single-family houses
sold through the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) of the Greater New
Haven Board of Realtors during this period.'2 These data plus addi-
tional information on neighborhood amenities and services, described
below, provide the base for estimation of hedonic price equations like
(3.1) for each housing submarket.'3
The second data set, needed to examine choice of location and de-
mand functions, was obtained as the responses to a mail survey di-
'°The exact physical details used in this study are discussed in Table 3 below.
11Thisis defined to include New Haven, Hamden, North Haven, West Haven, East
Haven, Woodbridge, Orange, Cheshire, and Wallingford. Essentially, this is the New
Haven SMSA, except that four small outlying areas are excluded (Branford, North
Branford, Guilford, Bethany) and Cheshire and Wallingford are added. All these towns
lie within a semicircle of about ten miles radius centered on New Haven.
12 cooperationof the Board of Realtors in making these data available for this and
other studies is gratefully acknowledged.
It is important to emphasize that careful examination of these data found no signif-
icant evidence of inaccuracies in reporting either the sales price or the components.
Furthermore, there was little evidence that homes sold through the MLS were distrib.
uted differently geographically from the total housing stock or were unrepresentative
of its values in each census tract. This evidence is presented in King (l973a, Chapter
III).
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rectedto each purchasing household. The questions covered such
things as income, family size, education, place of work, and the like.14
Somewhat more than 45percentof the questionnaires were returned
with usable information; however, some of these were rejected fol-
lowing internal consistency checks or because of failure to provide
complete information. In addition, no responses from Cheshire are
used. Responses for the remaining 683 households are examined in
the demand analysis of this study.'5
V. MEASURING NEIGHBORHOOD QUALITY
The set of physical descriptions for houses and the responses of pur-
chasers to the survey questionnaire provide two exceptionally rich
data sources for housing market analysis. They provide information
explicitly for the hedonic price equations, and for demand analysis, and
with some manipulation, for the model of location choice. The house-
hold's work site, of course, is obtained directly from the questionnaire,
while the hedonic price equations provide the means for calculating
price variations across the metr6politan area. Though some informa-
tion on the third goal of residential location —neighborhoodquality —
wasreadily available as information on public services, to gain a more
complete index of quality by neighborhood a novel procedure was
developed and is described in this section.
Measuring neighborhood quality so that comparisons between places
are possible is an extraordinarily difficult task for which two alterna-
tive approaches have been suggested. Some studies have attempted
measurement by assembling so-called objective data: school achieve-
ment test scores, crime rates, fire damage, particulate matter in the
air; 16 other studies have argued that the quality of a neighborhood is
largely a matter of perception: the fear of crime will make a neighbor-
hood undesirable regardless of whether crime actually occurs. Per-
exact household characteristics used in the demand study are defined in Table 7
below.
15Itshould be noted that the responses to the survey have been carefully examined
for biases and accuracy. Rather good tests were possible; and although these suggested
the presence of biases normally associated with mail surveys (toward overrepresenta-
tion of high-income, educated households), the biases were slight and not statistically
significant. For a complete description see King (1973a, Chapter III).
outstanding example of this approach is Kain and Quigley's study of St. Louis
which assembled data for some 32 neighborhood characteristics (1970). Other less am-
bitious studies have used such measures as average family income or education in the
neighborhood, reasoning that high-income and highly educated families would choose
high-quality neighborhoods.462Levelof Aggregation in Consumer Analysis
ceptions may be based upon objective differences, but it is not certain
that the relationship will be very exact.'7 .. .:
Tomy knowledge, despite the general recognition that use of per
ceptions is potentially a very desirable way to describe quality varia-
tions, the New Haven MLS data set is the only one for which this is
actually attempted For this collection of housing data, perceived
neighborhood quality was obtained in the responses to a special set ::
of questions in the mail survey of purchasers Each respondent was
asked to evaluate various neighborhood aspects on a scale of 1 (ex-
cellent) to 5 (bad), these included such things as the quality of the
neighborhood elementary school, amount of air pollution, and danger
of crime
To make use of these, I have defined neighborhoods by the atten-
dance boundaries of each public elementary school in the metropolitan
region These had the advantage of being physically compact, and be-
cause they were twice as numerous as census tracts, were on the
average smaller The evaluations from respondents in each neighbor-
hood so defined were averaged to yield an overall rating for each
neighborhood characteristic 19
As might be expected, the evaluations of specific characteristics
within each neighborhood proved to be correlated. Principal com- 5
ponentanalysis of the subjective evaluations revealed that more than
three fourths of the total variance could be accounted for by just two
components 20 None of the remaining six components individually
accounted for more than eight per cent of the total variance, nor, as
will be explained, was it possible to interpret any of them Accordingly,
this study will use just the first two components to describe the varia-
tion in perceived neighborhood amenity levels 21
As shown in Table 2, the first component is highly correlated with
six of the original variables ELEMSC HIGHSC TRAFIC FIRE
Fora discussion of this see Oates (1969) or King (1973a)
"questions and responses used in the analysis are indicated in Table 1
the merits of perceptions on abstract grounds it is important to under
stand that the to which these are put in the present study involve the assumption ..:.
thatdata obtained from an ordinal scale can be treated as cardinal. Clearly this is not : .
.
-. S
alwaysacceptable however certain theoretical arguments experience with these data
and their transformations, and comparison with various objective alternatives persuade
methat for this study at least the assumption is reasonable. For a more complete dis- . .
cussionof this issue, see King (1973a, Chapter IV). .• .
.S. •.
20 Fora complete discussion of this technique see M. G. Kendall, A Coursein Multi-,.-
. S
.
variate Analysis (NewYork: Halner Publishing Co., i968).
S
•S
21 Thedecision to use only the first two components accords with the rule sometimes .
stggestedof nnlythecomponents which have eigcnvalues greater than i.0, as ... .. :
theeigenvalue for the third component is 0.64. .... S
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TABLE1
Correlations of Subjective Measures of Neighborhood Quality
ELEMSC 1.00 . .
GARBGE —.12 1.00
LIGHTG .13 .57 1.00
HIGHSC .82 —.17 .12 1.00
TRI4FIC .44—.17 —.07 .53 1.00
FIRE .74 —.11 .27 .63 .51 1.00
AIRPOL .67 —.37 —.02 .77 .63 .651.00
CRiME .79—.36 .01 .74 .56 .76 .801.00
Nom: Definition of Variables
ELEMSC: quality of local public elementary school.
GARB GE: quality of garbage collection.
LJGHTG: quality of street lighting, sweeping, and maintenance.
HIGHSC: quality of local public high school.
TRAFIC: amount of traffic on neighborhood streets.
FIRE: danger of fire.
AIRPOL: amount of air pollution.
CRIME: danger of crime.
TABLE 2
Correlations of the First Two Components










Eigenvalues for first two components: 4.45, 1.66.
Percentage of total variance accounted for: 76.4.
NOTE: Responses were aggregated by elementary
public school district. The means calculated for each
variable were used in this analysis.464Level ofAggregation in Consumer Analysis
AIRPOL, and CRIME, and the second component with the remaining . •.
two;thus, the components distinguish what appear to be two separate
aspects of neighborhood quality Because of the high correlation with
variables which seem to measure "goodness of life" or "pleasantness
of surroundings," I consider the first component to be a measure of the
: .:
generalquality of the neighborhood and refer to it as GEN Q The
second component, on the other hand, seems to reflect the provision of
specific urban services and is named SER VCE
To confirm the identification of the components, I have examined
the scores attained by specific neighborhoods of the region As one
would expect those areas favorably rated on the first component are
high income neighborhoods, not densely settled, with local reputations
as pleasant places to live 22Thebadly rated neighborhoods are in
poor, slum regions of New Haven Similarly the areas rated worst by
the second component are parts of East Haven, which is notorious as
a poor provider of public services
VI THE PRICES OF HOUSING BUNDLE COMPONENTS
The empirical task in this section is the estimation of hedonic price
equations like (3 1) for each housing submarket in the New Haven
region These will both describe price surfaces and permit the construc-
tion of gross housing characteristics
ADefining Areas
Beforethe hedonic prices can be estimated, there is one difficulty to
be resolved How should the limits of each submarket be determined9
If the component prices were known at each point it would be a simple
matter to group places with identical or very similar prices into homo-
geneous market areas But, of course, it is precisely because prices
are not directly observable that the hedonic estimates are required
I suggested previously that the extent of submarkets with uniform
internal prices would depend on the nature of supply and demand
functions Following the model of residential location choice set out
above, it seems likely that a major cause of geographically fragmented
demand should be the variations between towns in public services,
taxes and location amenities Location of work should also play a role,
but in this small, compact region, accessibility should be relatively
good everywhere, and its influence correspondingly reduced Accord-
22Recallthat a high scote(5) onthe subjective evaluation indicated that the neighbor
hoodwas undesirable. Thus, a favorable rating corresponds to a low score. ihis is im- - :.:
.
portant inevaluating the hedonic pncesestimated inSection VIB. Empir!cal Estimates
Given that housing submarkets will be defined by town boundaries,
I can proceed to study the price variations among them in a straight-
forward manner. For each town, a hedonic price equation like (3.1) is
defined, in which the observed sales price for the bundle is a function
The only exceptions are the towns of Orange andWoodbridge, whichare adjacent
and very similar, sharing, for example, a common high school. They are combined and
treated as a single unit.
24Forthis same reason, I have not adopted the method of using the data to determine
submarket areas. In principle, it is correct to argue that submarkets could be distin-
guished by estimating separate equations for small areas and then making.an F test for
significantly different price patterns. However, because the housing bundle is so com-
plex, the data requirements and the costs of meaningful tests are enormous. As a first
prerequisite, itis essential that the hedonic equation be very fully specified. If not,
it is virtually certain that correlations with improperly omitted variables will bias the
estimates of those included. An F test between submarkets might then indicate a change
in hedonic prices for bedrooms when what actually was occurring was a change in
the correlation of bedrooms with swimming pools. It would be improper to conclude
from such a test that the bundles are in separate markets, as the true prices of bed rooms
and swimming poois taken separately might be identical. If the data base is sufficiently
detailed to avoid this problem—as in the present case—it may still be that limited sample
size results in inadequate variation of some component within some submarkets. This
will result in price estimates that are spurious though strongly significant. In sum, the
sample must be quite detailed, very large and exceedingly varied. The data set used in
this study is one of the best now available for housing market analysis, but even it can-
not meet these conditions fully. The solution adopted in this paper is to define submar-
kets following plausible a priori boundaries and thereby make the demand estimates
contingent on the market definitions chosen.
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ingly, for this study, submarket boundaries will be defined by political
boundaries; specifically, each town will be treated as a separate sub-
market.23
It might be suggested that whole towns are still too large to possess
uniform housing prices—perhaps something smaller, like census tracts,
would be more appropriate. This was considered but rejected for sev-
eral reasons. First, the varieties of combinations of housing bundle
components are not markedly different among the census tracts of
each town. The average or most common bundle differs from place to
place, but to a surprising extent the range of choices in each tract is
quite wide. Thus, from the supply side of the market there is little
reason to expect much within-town price variation. Second, and more
pragmatically, the data requirements for satisfactory estimation of the
hedonic price equations simply precluded work on markets much
smaller than towns. As will be seen, even at the town level, limited
variation in some characteristics have made it difficult to obtain re-
liable hedonic prices.24
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of the various Structural Components—rooms,floor space, insulation,
and constructionmaterials;Location Components—measures of
perceived neighborhood quality and certain public services; and Land
purchased. The estimated coefficients for this equation will be the
dollar value for units of each component, given the supply and demand
relationships in the market.
The variables used in the hedonic equations are defined in Table 3,
and the prices, estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS), appear in
Table 4. In general, the equations are quite satisfactory; a large part of
the variance in sales price is accounted for, and though individual
coefficients vary among markets, the range of values often seem plausi-
ble. Note in particular the values for HARD WD, GARG1, GARG2,
FIREPL, 2 + BA TH, and LA VTRY, for which there may be a sense
of construction costs to aid in evaluation. The reader will also observe
that each equation includes several constrained values; this is one
aspect which requires more extended comment.
As explained in note 24 above, the data requirements for satisfac-
tory estimation of a hedonic price equation for housing are uncommonly
severe because of the extraordinarily complex nature of the bundles.
Improper specification of any regression equation will create biases
in the estimates for included variables if correlations exist between the
included and the improperly excluded variables. For housing, the
penalty for using an inadequately detailed base will be erroneous im-
plications for the component price surfaces across the metropolitan
area.
While the data base available to this study is large by most standards
and is uniquely rich in detail, it lacks sufficient variation of some char-
acteristics in some markets. In New Haven, for example, though the
total number of observations is quite adequate, only three houses had
no basements. The coefficient for this variable reflected the overall
departure of these observations from the regression and was signifi-
cantly positive, rather than negative as expected. As another example,
2 + BA TH had a strongly significant negative coefficient in East
Haven; examination of the sample found that only one house in this
generally low-income market had a second bath.
When hedonic prices for the individual town regressions took sizes
and magnitudes contrary to reasonable a priori expectations, and when
examination showed this to result from too few observations, it seemed
best to reject these results. If accepted uncritically, they would lead
to false conclusions about the budget constraint which households
face in the market.The Demand for Housing 467
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...:..: TABLE3
- . Definitionsof Variables for Hedonic Price Equations
FULLIN 0—1 dummy, I if house has full insulation. (S)
• GARG1 10—1 dummies, 1 if house has a one-car garage or a
GARG2 itwo-car garage.
:.
. • 2+BATH 0—I dummy, I if house has two or more baths.
0—1 dummy, I if house has a bath.
BLA UND 0—1 dummy, 1 if house has a basement laundry area with
drains and spigots
HARDWD 0—1 dummy 1 if house has hardwood flooring (S)
FJREPL Number of fireplaces in house
75+AMP 0—1 dummy Iif house has wiring to supply more than 75
amperes
STEAM 0—1 dummy 1ff house has a steam heating system (S)
EXCLNT 10—11 if realtor s evaluation of house
VGOOD quality was excellent very good or fair relative
FA JR Ito good (S)
FACBSS 10—1 dummies1 if house had facing respectively
FACASB lof bnck stone or stucco or of asbestos shingles (R)
AGE I
1 AGESQ
i1Age and age squared of home in decades. (S)
*
: •. :.. •.. •1 SQFT J Floor space and floor space squared in house in thousands
SQFTSQ lof square feet
SQFTIR Average room size in thousands of square feet
SMROOM Number of small, special purpose rooms.
FJNBMT JO—i dummies1if house had a finished basement or no
NOBMT Ibasement
2STORY 0-1 dummy 1 ii house had more than one story (S)
SIZLOT I
S!ZLT2 tL0t size and lot size squared in thousands of square feet.
DISCBD Natural logarithm of distance from house to New Haven
Green multiplied by lot size
GEN Q A measure of the quality of the local elementary school
and high school danger of crime and fire amount of heavy
traffic on neighborhood streets, and severity of air pollu-
tion This measure is constructed from the perceptions of
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TABLE 3 (concluded)
the purchasers of houses in each neighborhood. A high-
quality neighborhood will receive a negative score on this
measure; consequently, a negative hedonic price is cx-
pected. The measure is scaled by the lot size of the house.
SERVCE A measure of the quality of local street lighting, sweeping
and maintenance, and the quality of garbage collection
service Like GEN Q this measure is constructed from
the perceptions of purchasers, and again a high quality
neighborhood will receive a negative score The measure
is scaled by the lot size of the house




CSEWER 0—1 dummy 1 if house has connection to city sewer
PRICE Sales pnce of house in thousands of 1967 dollars
NOTE An (S) or (R) following the vanable definition indicates that values are scaled
by the square feet or the square root of the square feet of living space
The problem arose then of what values should be used to replace the
rejected estimates The choice has been to estimate the same hedonic
equation, pooling the observations for the entire metropolitan sample
Rejected values were replaced by the estimates from the pooled equa-
tion, and the individual town equation was reestimated incorporating
these constraints It might be objected that this procedure also implies
something incorrect about the price set confronting households in each
market, since goods apparently virtually unobtainable are assigned
a price relevant only to the entire region Would some very high price
not be more The proper response to this, I believe, is to
note that the sample of homes for which the pnce equations are esti-
mated includes only a small fraction of all homes in the submarket
The problem, then, is more likely one of sample size than of actual in-
ability to purchase some component
Estimates from the pooled sample were used also to constrain values S





services—CSEWERand G,4RBGE—in most submarkets. This was ..
S
donefor two reasons: first, the model of residential location choice
S S
S
impliedthat differences in neighborhood quality would be an impor-
S
S
tantfactor in the household's choice of location. It seems likely that SThe Demand for Housing
TABLE 4
Hedonic Prices for Housing Bundle
(thousands of dollars)
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INTERCEPT 11.0299a .8079 12.9907a 15.2437a
FULL/N .6517a .64651 •9557a *6517
GARG1 .9693a .3736 10724b .9710
GARG2 2.9139a l.2129c 3.0659a 3.4264a
2+BATH 2.4398a 1.0889c *2.4398 2.4735a
LAVTRY l.0045a .9081b 1.5998a
BLAUND .54671 1.7545a —.1908 .5323
HARDWD .8791a l.2939a *8791 .7210
FIREPL .8488 a .9662b 1.1845 a 11183b
75+AMP .386gb .8676 1.1500a .8021c
STEAM .6080a 7886b .3396 *6080
VGOOD 5411b 1.2916a .1337 .6380
EXCLNT l.3412a 1.1213a 1.1233a 17103b
FAIR .3951 .2036 ....35326b
FACBSS 1.5686a 2.5228a 7144C 14319b
FACASB —.8831 —1.5611 *_1 8992
AGE —1.1324" —1.2323' —.1958 —.3541
AGESQ .1033a —.0917 —.0250
SQFT 6.6966a 7.7909" 3.6654b 1.0753
SQFTSQ .8491 a .1476 1.5856 a 2.0239 a
SQFT/R 12.2736e
SMROOM .6047a —.0448 .6858 a 7522a
FIJVBMT .6834a 1.2947h .9674
NOBMT .2351 *....15000 1.1513 —1.1198
2STORY .1100 —.1830 .5729c
SJZLOT .2305a .7128a 37Ø7a .0513
S1ZLT2 ...0ØØ5h —.0028 .0002
DISCBD 0424
GENQ —.2164 *_0678 *0678
SRVCE *_0192 —.1041 —.0456
GARBGE .3068 *3068 *3068 *3068
CSEWER 4684b *4684 *.4684 *4684













INTERCEPT 8:5135a 14.2757a 17.4090a 15.9887a
FULL1N .2762 .7213b *6517 *6517
GARGI .4952C 1.1068a 1.4759 .7683c
GARG2 2.1016a 10102b 2.6323 2.9629a
2+BATH *2.4398 2.5510a 1.2516 .2508
LAVTRY .9623 a 1.1976a .3671 .7036c
BLAUND .6251c 1.2807a —1.1041 .7952
HARDWD *8791 9237b .6756 .4902
FIREPL .2953 1.3380a 1.0454c 1.1416a
75+AMP *3868 .3791 .4057 .7243 C
STEAM *6080 .3000 *6080 *6080
VGOOD .4956 .2385 1.2719 .2181
EXCLNT .8055b l.1681a l.5848b 1.1563c
FAIR *_1 0926 *_1.0926
FACBSS 2.5600a *1.5686 1•5740b *1.5686
FACASB *_1 8922 —.5186 *_1 8992 *_1.8992
AGE —.6772
AGESQ .0819a .1343a .0513 .0366
SQFT 109198b 4.4838 8.5781 b 68369b
SQFTSQ .5098 .8184 .4724
SQFTIR
SMROOM •3592b .1295 .6697C .0027
FINBMT .7400C 12089b 1.1308
NOBMT —1.2208 —.4199 2.0493C 7944
2STORY .0969 .6859c —.4962 1.0454b
SIZLOT 1853b —.0815 1303b
SIZLT2 .0015 C .0014 .0015 C
D!SCBD —.0430 —.0625 —.0059 *_.0662
GEN Q *_0678 —.2358 *..0678 *_.0678
SRVCE *_.0192 *..0192 *...0192
GARBGE *3068 *3068 *3068 *3068
CSEWER *4684 *4684 *4684 *4684
.54 .64 .62 .85
Standard
Error 1.95 2.60 5.42 2.13
Number of
observations 166 217 193 112
NOTE :Asterisk denotes constrained values (see text). Significance levels: a I > 2.33;
b1>1.65;dt> 1.28.25 constraints are not imposed for GENQin New Haven and West Haven or for
SERVCEinHamden, North Haven, and West Haven. In these towns preliminary work
found the neighborhood quality to be especially high-valued. This appeared to reflect
the existence within the town of a limited number of high-quality neighborhoods. If,
for whatever reason, a family felt compelled to live in, say, New Haven, it would face
keen competition for a dwelling in the superior neighborhood.
26 Public services and neighborhood quality are incorporated into SITE because their
capitalized values will be reflected in the cost of land. This does not mean that house-
holds can increase their purchase of, for example, good public schools by buying more
land. A better quality school is available only by choosing a different location.
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thiswould tend to promote a common price, since the demand for
neighborhood quality would not be fragmented but metropolitan-area-
wide. Consequently, in the absence of strong evidence that it was
inappropriate, the market-wide price was imposed.25 Second, for some
services there was no within-town variation and therefore no possi-
bility of calculating separate hedonic prices. All the homes in a town
might, for example, receive municipal garbage collection, in which case
the hedonic price equation for that town could not identify a value for
the service. Yet to omit the variable in such towns would bias coef-
ficients of included variables and lead to incorrect comparisons across
towns.
C. Constructing the Housing Characteristics
To convert the observed housing components into gross Lancastrian
housing characteristics, I make some important simplifying assump-
tions. The housing bundle is regarded as divisible into four gross char-
acteristics:basic structure (BSTRUK), interior quality (QUAL),
interior space (SPACE), and land, public services, and neighborhood
quality (SITE).26 These four characteristics are what the household
actually demands. To get them, however, it must purchase specific
housing components, a garage, a fireplace, a basement, and land. I
assume that each component supplies only one characteristic, making it
a simple matter to calculate the total expenditure on each character-
istic by adding together the hedonic prices for all appropriate com-
ponents. The assignment of components to characteristics is indicated
in Table 5.
It must be recognized explicitly that the characteristics I define are
arbitrary in several respects. First, there is no certainty that house-
holds do perceive the housing bundle as consisting of exactly these
four components, put together in exactly this way, although the com-
binations seem quite reasonable. Second, Lancaster's theory implies
that households will demand something like Interior Space, but the
- ---
--—.:--
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TABLE 5









FULL/N HARDWD SQFT SIZLOT
GARG1 F!REPL SQFTSQ SZLOT2
GARG2 75+AMP SQFT/R DISCBD
2+BATH STEAM SMROOM GENQ











aThe intercept term is allocated 80 per cent to SPACE and 20 per cent to SITE.
construction here adds the additional constraint that Interior Space
is amalgamated entirely from items purchased as part of the housing
bundle. Conceivably, items like room dividers or mirrors are also a
part of Interior Space. Third, what to do with the equation intercept
is a problem in constructing these gross components. Here it has been
allocated 80 per cent to SPA CE and 20 percent to SITE, in accordance
with the ratio of structure to site value suggested by Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) statistics (1970, p.198). This can be
justified by observing that the intercept is the value of structure and
site after allspecial quality features and location advantages are
stripped away. Admittedly, this is not entirely satisfactory, but there
is no alternative which seems clearly better.
The price indexes for the four gross characteristics in each town are
shown in Table 6. To obtain these, I have specified a standard housing
bundle and have then calculated the cost of characteristics by summing
the costs of the individual elements as given in Table 4. Finally, each
entry has been normalized by dividing by the cost of SPA CE in New
Haven.
I .. •. .••
I.. —. . .—
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TABLE 6













BSTRUK .37 .79 .79 .57 .53 .55 .48
QUAL .88 .78 .77 .48 .86 .81 .66
SPACE 1.00 1.22 1.44 1.21 1.06 1.82 1.49
SiTE 1.63 .85 .42 .66 .99 .36 .47
a Thestandard bundle from which these were derived included FULLIN, GARG2, 2±BATH,
2STORY, HARDWD, FJREPL, 75+AMp, EXCLNT condition, I decade AGE, 1,420 SQFT,
20,000 SIZLOT, GENQ,andSRVCE of—.5 each. Distance from the CBD is an approximate
median distance for the town as a whole. In the demand functions of Section V. the price of
SITE is calculated for each house, according to the distance of that house to the CBD. Thus,
the entries for SITE here are only illustrative.
VII. THE DEMAND FOR HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Using the hedonic prices obtained in the previous section to describe
housing price surfaces in the metropolitan area and to construct the
gross housing characteristics, I can now inquire whether household
behavior corresponds to that predicted. The first question is whether
households appear to view housing as a bundle of characteristics and
modify their purchases in response to price and outlay variations. If
they do, I can continue to the second aspect and investigate location
choice as an interaction of prices, work site, and neighborhood quality.
To study the household's purchases of housing characteristics, I use
the Rotterdam differential demand model of Barten (1964, 1967) and
Theil (1965) with slight modifications as required for application to
cross-sectional data and a single demand branch.27 The resulting equa-




27The material in this section draws heavily on my paper "The Demand for Housing:
A Lancastrian Approach" (1973b)andthe reader is referred to it for additional details.474Level ofAggregation in Consumer Analysis
Here the q's and p's are the four characteristics identified in the pre-
vious section and their prices. The term ffiisthe real outlay on the
housing bundle and replaces an income term because of the assumed
separability. The operator Dindicatesthe logarithmic difference
In x —inwhere I is the mean value of the particular data series.
...
Finally,=[(wv+ whereis the ith budget share
for the Jth household andis the mean value of the ith budget share
Theoutlayand price elasticities indicating household behavior
are readily obtained from the parameters and The former is
defined as thelatter, as Thus,deflating both
3m qj m q,m
. .: :..
bythe budget share will yield the derived elasticities 28
Theu,3sare random disturbance terms for which we assume =
o foralli andj, =0forjkbutE(u,) 0 forj =k,
i, h = 1,4 That is the errors are uncorrelated across observations but
correlated for the purchases of each household as a consequence of the
overall restriction on the housing outlay. It follows from this restric-: .::.:
lionthat the covanance matnx of the error terms is singular, and all
four demand equations are not independent. :.
..
Theassumption of separability permits the demands for the four
housing characteristics to be studied as a small, independent demand
system. As is well known, classical demand theory implies certain
restrictions on the parameters of such complete systems symmetry
of cross price terms in real income-compensated functions, homo-
geneity, and negative own-price elasticities One of the great advantages
of the Rotterdam model is the ease with which these restnctions may
be imposed (Brown and Deaton, 1972, p1190), and because this
increases efficiency, I impose symmetry and homogeneity 29
Toimpose restrictions across equations, parameters of the demand
system are estimated simultaneously in a stacked 'equation using the
iterative Zeliner estimation procedure (1962) to allow for the nonzero
covanances of the error terms Because the error covanance matnx is
singular, only three of the four individual demand functions need
actually be estimated, parameters of the other are recovered from these,
using the budget constraint, symmetry and homogeneity30Theesti-
mated parameters are given in Table 7 and the elasticities at the mean
budget shares in Table 8
28The elasticity is, of course, not constant but depends inversely on the budget share. :. .
29 Negativity,as an inequality constraint, is not readily imposed, but the condition ... . S
.
maybe used to evaluate the estimates. .. :• - -
30Theestimates obtained are invanaist with respect to the equation omittedThe Demand for Housing
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SPACETheseare the four Lancastnan characteristics defined in Table 5.
SITE
PSTRUK
PQUALThese are the prices for the four characteristics. The method of calcula.
PSPACE tion is explained in Section VI and sample values are shown in Table 6.
PSITE
OUTLAY This is the real value of the outlay on the housing bundle.
All variables are measured in natural logarithms and used as deviations from mean
values as required for the Rotterdam model.
avaluesin parentheses.
bValuesbelow the diagonal are obtained from the symmetry condition.
TABLE 8
Elasticities at Mean Budget Shares
BSTRUK QUAL SPACE SiTE
Outlay 2.06 1.71 .65 .52
Own-price —.15 —.19 —.15 —.8231 Thereare, however, reasons to doubt the precise accuracy of the estimates despite
the generally high r statistics. First, the determination of prices in hedonic equations
will create some problems of measurement error resulting in bias. Second, the house-
holds have the alternative of selecting their budget constraint by moving among markets;
thus, the estimates of price response cannot be treated as exactly comparable to the
parameters in most demand studies. It should be emphasized, however, that households
are not likely to choose a location on the basis of prices alone, since location will affect
the journey-to-work and neighborhood quality also. These latter two influences will
help reduce bias from this second source.
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As evidence that households perceive housing as a bundle of com-
ponents and modify purchases in response to prices and outlay, these
results seem quite satisfactory. The R2 for each demand function is
quite high, especially considering that units of observation are indi-
vidual households in cross section. All own-price elasticities are
negative; cross-price coefficients indicate BSTRUK and SPACE to
be complements, QUAL and SPACE, and SPACE and SITE to be
substitutes, all of which seem reasonable. Purchases of quality and
special structural features are highly responsive to increased outlay
and thus, by implication, to income. Interestingly, the marked increase
in SITE purchases in the outlying markets of the area appears to result
more from decreased prices than from increased income.3'
VIII. TRADING OFF COMMUTING COSTS, PRICE
STRUCTURES AND NEIGHBORHOOD QUALITY
I come now to consider evidence relevant to the first part of the hous-
ing demand model set out in Section II. There it was suggested that
because location is an integral aspect of a dwelling unit the decision
to purchase would involve considerations of the implied journey-to-
work costs, the neighborhood quality obtained, and the set of rela-
tive prices for housing characteristics. While the evidence for this
portion of the model is still incomplete, there are certain regularities
discernible even in simple examination, which are quite encouraging.
The method in this section will be the examination of the actual
locations chosen by households for evidence that they can be ex-
plained as optimal compromise locations given the work sites, neigh-
borhood qualities, and price patterns. From the previous section, it
appears that households behave as though they perceive price varia-
tions for housing characteristics among the various submarkets. Thus,
if place of work and neighborhood quality were no consideration, it
would be reasonable to predict that a household would purchase its
dwellings in that submarket where the particular combination of
characteristics is lowest priced. To test this, I have calculated, for







New Haven 24 16 18 11 7 13 10
Hamden 20 26 18 11 6 10 9
North Haven 20 26 18 11 6 10 9
East Haven 18 12 14 18 18 19 2
West Haven 33 19 12 9 10 11 6
Woodbridge-
Orange 2 18 9 25 22 16 8
Wallingford 19 20 13 18 18 7 5
every dwelling actually purchased, its cost in every submarket at the
prices prevailing there.
The results are shown in Table 9 as the number of times a dwelling
purchased in, e.g., New Haven was purchased in the cheapest, second
cheapest, and so on, market in the area. Without making any formal
tests, it is apparent that households do not concentrate to any extent
in the lowest cost market for their particular dwelling. There is some
tendency to buy in the cheaper markets and only rarely do households
buy in the highest-cost market. An indication of this is that the mean
excess of actual price over lowest possible price is $3,700, while the
mean excess of highest price over actual price is $6,100. Overall,
however, it is apparent that predicting household location on the basis
of where the observed dwelling is cheapest would be quite unsatis-
factory.
The question now becomes whether the tendency of households to
locate in other than the cheapest market can be explained in terms of
the additional goals of low commuting costs and neighborhood quality.
The tradeoff of a lengthier work trip for lower housing prices has a
venerable standing in the urban economics literature. Although the
cost variations for housing examined in this study arose for different
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TABLE 9
Distribution of Housing Purchases by Relative Cost of Market
(per cent)
NOTE: The entries in this table show for each submarket (town) the percentage of
purchases for which this market was the cheapest, second cheapest, etc. For example,
of the houses purchased in New Haven, for 24 per cent New Haven was the cheapest
market for this type of dwelling; for 10 per cent, it was the most expensive. Percentages
may not add to 100 because of rounding.478LevelofAggregation in Consumer Analysis
FIGURE 1
Plot of Additional Miles Traveled to Work
against Additional Housing Cost
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Additional miles traveled to work
reasonsthan are usually suggested, the rationale for the tradeoff is
the same, and I begin by looking at this
In Figure 1the additional dollar cost incurred by purchasing in
other than the lowest cost market is plotted against the difference
in the journeys to work from the two markets 32Ifhouseholds recog-
32The number of households examined in Figi and subsequent Table 10 is only
538 compared to the 683 studied in the demand analysis. For some households, job .. ....-..,..... . .
siteswere unknown or outside the area studiedin additionefforts were made to• •.
:1
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nize low-cost markets but accept higher prices to achieve a more
desirable commuting trip, the points should lie in quadrants II and
IV.33 It is evident that this clustering does not exist, though more
observations lie in II and IV—292-—than in 1—199. (In addition, there
are 60 observations enjoying the double bonus of quadrant III.)
At this point it appears that the hypothesis of an exchange of com-
muting cost for housing cost must either be abandoned as a rather
imprecise description or amended by the introduction of a third goal,
the search for neighborhood quality being that suggested. To examine
this possibility, I show in Table 10 average excess commuting trips,
excess costs, and excess neighborhood quality35 by income classes
for the observations in each quadrant of Figure 1.
The results are quite remarkable. In comparing quadrant I to II,
notice that in every income class the neighborhood quality obtained
by households in I (henceforth "I's") exceeds that of II's by a wide
margin. With one exception where it is equal, the quality available to
I's in the low cost market is substantially less than that available to
II's. Thus, whereas II's in their choice of location have sacrificed
little if any quality (the entries in the "Excess GEN Q"areusually
small), I's have obtained much greater quality by foregoing the low-
cost market. The cost of this to I's appears to be the longer commut-
ing trip both in absolute distance and relative to the commuting trip
from the low-cost market.
For the entries in quadrants III and IV, one's expectations from
the hypothesis of tradeoffs are not so clear. There would seem to
be no reason why the double bargains in III might not be triple
excludeall self-employedpersons who might work in their own homes and such persons
as traveling salesmen.
The calculation of the hypothetical work trip from the low-cost market is somewhat
crude. Whereas the actual work trip was calculated quite precisely, the hypothetical
trip was assumed to begin from a central location in each market. Markets are small
(rarely more than two miles in diameter) but in future work this calculation will be
refined.
33 IIIand IV exist because households are sometimes able to buy a dwel-
ling for less than the price predicted for the cheapest market. This might reflect special
bargaining skills, seller urgency, or the like. Households in IV can be regarded as trading
off their "bargain savings"against a longer commuting trip, while those in III have
obtained a double bargain: a shorter commuting trip and a lower price than in the low-
cost market.
is some slight double counting in these figures, as observations lying exactly
on an axis are counted as belonging to two quadrants.
35Excess commuting trips, costs, and neighborhood quality are all calculated by sub-
tracting these items in the low-cost market from what is actually received. The neigh-
borhood-quality measure is based on GENQonly.I' ...
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TABLE 10
Housing Costs, Commuting Costs, and Neighborhood Quality
Income (Thousands of Dollars)
0—7.57.5—9.59.5—1313—1717—2121—2525+
Quadrant I
Excess cost 2.202.62 3.66 4.6810.3411.1110.30
Excess miles 2.192.85 2.35 2.01 1.66 .782.40
Excess GEN Q .26 .36 .59 .56 .61 .50 .67
Value 19.0919.7823.1024.3332.0044.7140.11
HValue 16.9017.1619.4419.6521.6733.6129.81
Dwork 5.41 6.32 6.13 4.99 5.474.11 6.51
HDwork 3.223.46 3.78 2.98 3.81 3.33 4.12
GEN .27 .44 .51 .40 .71 .44 .74






Excess cost 2.353.243.745.00 8.4310.9212.87
Excess miles —3.44—3.26—3.31—2.81—3.43—2.73—2.72
Excess GEN Q .06—.02 .00 —.07 .10 —.15 —.24
Va/ith 17.0220.5622.2026.3833.2937.6846.23
HValue 14.6817.3218.4621.3824.8626.7533.37
Dwork 2.543.49 3.02 2.993.463.94 2.87
HDu'ork 5.956.756.345.806.896.665.60
GEN .06 .30 .26 .21 .35 .20 —.03
HGEN .01 .31 .26 .28 .25 .35 .21
Observations 42 57 65 38 24
Quadrant III
7 22
Excess cost —1.27—1.50—1.73—1.96—2.47—6.07 —
Excess miles —2.10—2.28—3.62—2.95—2.92—4.71 —
Excess GEN Q a—.30—.54 —.07 .35 .13 .05 —
Value 13.6016.7219.2624.0427.6326.98 —
HValue 14.8718.2121.0026.0030.1033.05 —
Dwork 1.993.65 3.254.884.16 2.21 —
HDwork 4.03 5.93 6.87 7.837.086.92 —
—.42 —.51 .17 .57 .38 .70 —
HGEN Q a •—.12 .04 .24 .21 .25 .65 —
Observations 20 13 12 8 6 1 0• .— ..
.1
••:' :1






Excess cost —.70—.98—1.30—1.16 —.75—4.93 —
Excess miles 1.44 1.95 1.57 1.19 .65 1.06 —
Excess GEN .62 .42 .37 .03 .63 .51 —
Value 17.5516.6017.8721.8823.0915.91 —
HValue 182517.5819.1723.0523.8420.84 —
3.867.57 5.753.765.22 6.63 —
HDwork 2.41 5.61 4.18 2.57 4.57 5.58 —
—.09 .44 .40 .55 .68 .91 —
HGEN —.71 .03 .03 .53 .05 .40 —
Observations 5 8 17 4 . 2 1 0
NOTE: Households are classified by quadrant from Figure1 and by income class
(in thousands of dollars) as shown in each column heading.
- Value:value of housing bundle (thousands of dollars) in market of pur-
chase.
H Value: hypothetical value of housing bundle calculated at the set of prices
in the lowest.cost town.
Thvork: journey-to-work in miles from actual dwelling.
HDwork:hypotheticaljourney-to-work from low-cost town.
GENQ:neighborhood quality.a
HGENQ:hypothetical neighborhood quality, an average value for the low-cost
town.a
Excess cost: Value —HValue
Excess miles: Dwork— HDwork
ExcessGEN Q: GEN Q —HGENQ a
a Toprovide an easier, more intuitive understanding, I have multiplied the scores
for GEN Q by —1 in this table only. Consequently, a positive GEN Q is desirable and a
positivedeviationindicates a better neighborhood. Differences in GENQof less than
about .10 are not meaningful.
bargains as well, offering lower costs, shorter commuting trips and
better neighborhood qualities. Still, one might expect that households
would sometimes accept lesser quality to obtain the other two bar-
gains, so the net effect is not certain. It appears, in fact, that for the
majority of III's, quality is lower than that of I's or II's; moreover, for
the same cases, it appears to be lower than that available in the low-
cost market. Thus, there is some evidence that for the lower-income482LevelofAggregation in Consumer Analysis
families a sacrifice in quality was accepted in order to obtain the dol-
lar savings and the shorter commuting trip.
For quadrant IV, one's expectations are once again uncertain. How-
ever, it appears that the main influence on the location choice must
have been the possibility of superior neighborhood quality, since S
the saving of housing cost is rather trivial and the extra commuting
trip not great In contrast, the neighborhood quality is high relative to
that obtained in other quadrants for similar income levels, and the I I
excess neighborhood quality figures are (particularly for low income)
among the largest in any quadrant.
IX CONCLUSION
Housing markets have long been described as erratic, unpredictable,
or even chaotic Hopefully, the investigations reported here will help
dispel some of this. The evaluation is incomplete and certain assump- : -.
tions used in this analysis are clearly open to question, nevertheless,
there can be no doubt that household behavior in purchasing a single-
family dwelling and choosing a location conforms quite well to the
model set out Choice of location is surely complex, but it is not a
random process, place of work, neighborhood quality, and optimal
prices seem to shape the decision To obtain a superior neighborhood,
households will travel further and pay more than they would have to if
the house itself were their only concern, conversely, the chance to
save on housing costs and work tnps will induce households to settle
for less neighborhood quality, particularly lower-income families
If one considers only the choice of dwelling type within a particular
market, the evidence of economically rational behavior is unmis-
takable Prices and outlay both influence purchases just as would be
expected One particularly interesting implication of these results is
that an important heterogeneous good like "housing" can usefully be
treated as a collection of fairly specific characteristics Since the pur-
chases of these different items respond quite differently to price and
outlay changes it is clear that suppressing these, as do the usual studies
of "housing demand "will reduce understanding of consumer behavior
in a very important market
Finally, though much of the attention in this paper has been directed
toward the model of household behavior the fundamental role of
hedonic price estimation must not be overlooked Contrary to an estab-
lished opinion, it appears that housing prices are not chaotic and ran-
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overdiscernible areas. Significantly, choice of dwelling type and loca-
tion both indicate the price patterns to be sufficiently apparent to
households so that decisions bear their marks. When detailed infor-
mation regarding housing transactions isavailable,it seems that
hedonic price estimation can usefully be employed to indicate to the
outside observer the price patterns needed in the investigation of
housing market behavior.
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Comments on "The Demand for Housing:
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STUDYING the demand for housing is conceptually very similar to
studying the demand for other goods. There are quantities demanded
and prices paid; presumably the quantities can be related to the prices
and other household characteristics within the traditional framework
of demand analysis. As King points out, however, it is often difficult
to obtain information on the prices and quantities of the goods that
comprise a dwelling unit. Although the quantities of the physical
attributes of housing can be measured, the prices of these individual
attributes cannot be observed directly. The only price observed in the
housing market is the selling price or rent for the dwelling unit as a
whole.
These data problems led many early empirical studies of housing
markets to assume that dwelling units produce a homogenous good,
"housing services," that sells at a constant price per unit at all loca-
tions in a metropolitan area. Since price differences are assumed away
by these studies, expenditures are often used as a proxy for the quantity
of housing services in demand analyses that relate the expenditure on
housing to the income and other characteristics of households.
More recently, hedonic indexes for housing have been estimated soS.
• .
• .,..,
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that prices can be imputed to individual housing attributes and the
homogeneous housing services assumption can be relaxed. These
hedonic indexes also constitute an empirical test for the constant price
assumption imbedded in the homogeneous-good approach. Many of the
hedonic equations that have been estimated, including those reported
by King, suggest that the prices of housing attributes vary signif-
icantly within a metropolitan housing market. If attribute prices do
differ, variations in housing expenditures include these price differ-
ences as well as possible quantity differences, so housing expenditures
cannot be used as a pure measure of the quantity of housing con-
sumed.'
Whereas a lack of price information inhibited housing market
analysis in the past, the estimation of hedonic prices for large numbers
of housing attributes has made the abundance of price information a
problem for housing demand studies now. For example, King esti-
mates prices for more than twenty attributes of a dwelling unit. These
twenty-odd prices could be used in a simultaneous-equations frame-
work to estimate the demand for each attribute, but the estimation
problems would be severe. Some simplification is obviously called
for to solve this multitude-of-attribute-prices problem.
In addition, different hedonic attribute prices are typically esti-
mated for spatial subareas of a metropolitan housing market; King
has estimated hedonic attribute prices for each of seven subareas in the
New Haven region. Having different hedonic prices for several sub-
areas may at first appear merely to exacerbate the multitude-of-
attribute-prices problem by increasing the number of prices to be con-
sidered. However, the spatial stratification actually creates a new
problem because a household must buy all of its housing attributes in
only one subarea as a spatially tied purchase. This spatially tied pur-
chase requirement differentiates the analysis of housing demand from
that of most other consumer goods.
Analyses of housing demand based on hedonic prices differ princi-
pally in the way in which they resolve the multitude-of-attribute-
prices problem and the spatially tied purchase requirement. King
solves the multitude-of-attribute-prices problem by aggregating his
1Kingdoes not statistically test his individual equations to see if attribute prices
differ significantly between towns in the New Haven area. Such tests assume that the
specification of the hedonic indexes is correct. It has been argued that specification
errors largely explain the spatial differences in attribute prices found by housing market
studies; see George Peterson, "The Capitalization of Fiscal Variables," Urban Insti-
tute Working Paper 1207-25 (January, 1973).486Levelof Aggregation in Consumer Analysis
numerous housing attributes into four "Lancastrian" housing charac-
teristics. This number of characteristics presents few problems of
0
estimation.King then satisfies the spatially tied purchase requirement
by assuming that households have no opportunity for substitution :
amongthe seven subareas in the New Haven region For example, if
a sampled household has onginally chosen a unit in East Haven, only
the East Haven prices are allowed to influence that household's
chosen quantities of the four housing charactenstics The demand
equations are then estimated, using the seven sets of relative pnces
of the four aggregate housing characteristics as independent van-
ables
Although these procedures readily permit the estimation of demand
equations they are not without problems Thus, reducing the num-
ber of housing attributes by constructing four aggregateLancastrian'
characteristics places a strong condition on household utility functions
To be able to use a composite of pnce-weighted quantities of several
housing attributes as an index of the quantity of an aggregate housing
characteristic, households must be indifferent to the combination of
attributes that comprise a constant expenditure on an aggregate
charactenstic That is, a household s indifference curves in attnbute
space must be coterminous with the pnce surfaces defined by vanous
expenditures on the attributes that make up each aggregate charac-
tenstic The likelihood of this condition holding for the four aggre-
gate characteristics is doubtless low
Furthermore restncting the choice set of households to a particular
F
subarea for purposes of demand estimation severely limits house-
holds' substitution possibilitiesIf households actually do make sub-
stitutions among spatial subareas, their opportunity set is defined by
the envelope of price surfaces in the seven subareas rather than by the
pnce surface in a single subarea Of course, using the envelope of
price surfaces in demand estimation is not possible with the model put
forward by King, because all households would face the same envelope
of market prices These prices would not vary across households,
and without price variation, it would not be possible to estimate demand
equations The envelope of prices could only be used in a demand
model that allowed the price envelope to vary by household, for
example by adding household specific travel costs to the market
prices of housing
•One important housing attribute incorporated in King's demand •• .•°•
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tionof the paper suggests that neighborhood quality is an important
determinant of a household's location choice. This analysis also im-
plies that neighborhood quality cannot be combined with the other
attributes in the SiTE characteristic, because household location is
explained or rationalized only when a household's choice of neigh-
borhood quality (GEN Q) is included as a separate attribute in the
travel cost—housing price tradeoff. King's paper represents an inter-
esting attempt to integrate the choice of housing attributes, neighbor-
hood quality, and travel costs, but he correctly warns the reader that
in this area, much work still remains to be done.t
.
•
•
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